Bluebook Citation Examples

Court Proceedings

The Bluebook citation format is regularly utilized in legal writing and court proceedings in the United States. Here are some illustrations of how Bluebook citations may be utilized in court proceedings:


2. Bluebook Citation secondary sources: Professor Smith has demonstrated the relevance of the Fourth Amendment's forbiddance of unreasonable searches and seizures to the employment of thermal imaging technology. See Smith, Fourth Amendment Protections, 34 Yale L.J. 679 (2019).
Books Produced by One or Multiple Writers

Books written by a single writer differ slightly from those written by two or more writers. Here are the illustrations:


Tabloids (Printed and Online)

Journalism is integral to providing knowledge of legal affairs. It is crucial to state the author, subject, publication, and issuance year when citing printed and digital newspapers. The foliate number or web address should then be included, in accordance with whether the paper is available in hard copy or online.


Legal Scholarly Texts

When citing legal passages from academics and lawmakers, students must mention the writer's name, article heading, volume number, journal title, first page, and year of publication. To produce a valuable Bluebook citation law review article, it is important to reference official government documents and the works of legal scholars.


Bluebook Website Citation

Using the Bluebook citation machine site is allowed among students or lawyers. There's a special way to write a bibliography using the citation machine Bluebook. The writer has to write a topic, a web page, a date for publication, a URL address, and the date of the last visit to the site. Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Webpage</th>
<th>Date of Publication</th>
<th>URL Address</th>
<th>Date of Previous Visit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday Round-Up</td>
<td>Scotus Blog</td>
<td>Publication Date: 6/18/19</td>
<td><a href="https://www.scotusblog.com/2019/06/tuesday-round-up-483/">https://www.scotusblog.com/2019/06/tuesday-round-up-483/</a></td>
<td>6/20/19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>